The dynamic structure factorS(k, ω) and the two-particle distribution function g(r, t) of ions in a Coulomb crystal are obtained in a closed analytic form using the harmonic lattice (HL) approximation which takes into account all processes of multi-phonon excitation and absorption. The static radial two-particle distribution function g(r) is calculated for classical (T > ∼h ωp, where ωp is the ion plasma frequency) and quantum (T hωp) body-centered cubic (bcc) crystals. The results for the classical crystal are in a very good agreement with extensive Monte Carlo (MC) calculations at 1.5 < ∼ r/a < ∼ 7, where a is the ion-sphere radius. The HL Coulomb energy is calculated for classical and quantum bcc and face-centered cubic crystals, and anharmonic corrections are discussed. The inelastic part of the HL static structure factor S (k), averaged over orientations of wave-vector k, is shown to contain pronounced singularities at Bragg diffraction positions. The type of the singularities is different in classical and quantum cases. The HL method can serve as a useful tool complementary to MC and other numerical methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A model of a Coulomb crystal of point charges in a uniform neutralizing background of charges of opposite sign is widely used in various branches of physics. The model was originally proposed by Wigner [1] who showed that zero-temperature electron gas immersed into uniform background of positive charges crystallizes into body-centered cubic (bcc) Coulomb crystal at sufficiently low density. Since then the model has been used in solid state physics for describing electron-hole plasma (e.g., Ref. [2] ) and in plasma physics for describing dusty plasmas and ion plasmas in Penning traps (e.g., Ref. [3] ). Finally, Coulomb crystals of ions on almost uniform background of degenerate electron gas are known to be formed in the cores of white dwarfs and the envelopes of neutron stars. Consequently, properties of Coulomb crystals are important for studying structure and evolution of these astrophysical objects (e.g., Ref. [4] ).
As classical examples of strongly coupled systems, the Coulomb crystals have been the subject of extensive studies by various numerical methods, mostly by Monte Carlo (MC; e.g., [5] , and references therein), and also by molecular dynamics (MD; e.g., Ref. [6] ), and path-integral Monte Carlo (PIMC; e.g, Ref. [7] ). Although the results of these studies are very impressive, the numerical methods are time consuming and require the most powerful computers.
The aim of the present article is to draw attention to a simple analytic model of Coulomb crystals. It has been employed recently in Ref. [8] in connection with transport properties of degenerate electrons in strongly coupled plasmas of ions. We will show that this model is a useful tool for studying static and dynamic properties of Coulomb crystals themselves.
II. STRUCTURE FACTORS IN HARMONIC LATTICE APPROXIMATION
For certainty, consider a Coulomb crystal of ions immersed in a uniform electron background. Letρ(r, t) = i δ(r −r i (t)) be the Heisenberg representation operator of the ion number density, wherer i (t) is the operator of the ith ion position. The spatial Fourier harmonics of the number density operator isρ k (t) = i e −ık·ri(t) . The dynamic structure factorS(k, ω) of the charge density is defined asS
where N is the number of ions in the system, n is the ion number density, . . . T means canonical averaging at temperature T , and the last term takes into account contribution from the neutralizing background. The above definition is equally valid for liquid and solid states of the ion system. In the solid regime, it is natural to setr i (t) = R i +û i (t), where R i is a lattice vector, andû i (t) is an operator of ion displacement from R i . Accordingly,
The main subject of the present paper is to discuss the harmonic lattice (HL) model which consists in replacing the canonical averaging, . . . T , based on the exact Hamiltonian, by the averaging based on the corresponding oscillatory Hamiltonian which will be denoted as . . . T 0 . In order to perform the latter averaging we expandû i (t) in terms of phonon normal coordinates:
where m is the ion mass, ν ≡ (q, s), s = 1, 2, 3 enumerates phonon branches; q, e ν , ω ν are, respectively, phonon wavevector (in the first Brillouin zone), polarization vector, and frequency;b ν andb † ν refer to phonon annihilation and creation operators. The averaging over the oscillatory Hamiltonian,
where n ν is the number of phonons in a mode ν, f (n ν ) = e −nνzν (1 − e −zν ) is the phonon density matrix in thermodynamic equilibrium, z ν =hω ν /T , F nν nν is a diagonal matrix element of the operatorF . Inserting Eq. (4) into (3) we can perform the averaging (5) using the technique described, for instance, in Kittel [9] .
The resulting structure factor S(k, t) takes into account absorption and emission of any number of phonons; it can be decomposed into the time-independent elastic (Bragg) part and the inelastic part, S(k, t) = S (k) + S (k, t). The elastic part is [9] :
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector; prime over the sum means that the G = 0 term is excluded (that is done due to the presence of uniform electron background). In Eq. (6) we have introduced the Debye-Waller factor,
wheren ν = (e zν − 1) −1 is the mean number of phonons in a mode ν. The brackets
dq f ν (8) denote averaging over the phonon spectrum, which can be performed numerically, e.g., Ref. [10] . The integral on the rhs is meant to be taken over the first Brillouin zone. The latter equality in Eq. (7) is exact at least for cubic crystals discussed below. For these crystals,
T 0 is the mean-squared ion displacement (e.g., [9, 10] ).
The inelastic part of S(k, t) (e.g., [9] ) can be rewritten as
e να e νβ ω ν
Eqs. (6) and (9) result in the HL dynamical structure factor
where t is real and τ = t − ih/(2T ).
Along with the HL model we will also use the simplified model introduced in Ref. [8] . It will be called HL1 and its results will be labelled by the subscript '1'. It consists in replacing S (k, t) given by Eq. (9) by a simplified expression S 1 (k, t) equal to the first term of the sum, R = 0:
where v is defined by the equation v αβ (0, t) = v(t) δ αβ , which is the exact tensor structure for cubic crystals (see above). The accuracy of this approximation, as discussed in Ref. [8] , is good for evaluating the quantities obtained by integration over k (e.g., transport properties of degenerate electrons in Coulomb crystals of ions).
III. STATIC CASE. HL VERSUS MC
In this section we compare our analytic models with MC simulations of Coulomb crystals. For this purpose we introduce the function
which may be called the static two particle radial distribution function. This function is the result of an angular and a translation average of the static two particle distribution function. In this expression dΩ r is the solid angle element in the direction of r. One can see that 4πr 2 ng(r)dr is the ensemble averaged number of ions in a spherical shell of radius r and width dr centered at a given ion. Thus g(r) is just the quantity determined from MC simulations [5] .
First let us use the HL1 model. From Eqs. (6) and (12) we easily obtain g 1 (r) = g (r) + g 1 (r), where
Calculation of g (r) in the HL model is more cumbersome. After integration over k = |k| and Ω r the result can be written as
where
2 )], and dΩ k is the solid angle element in the direction of k. Therefore, we need to evaluate a rapidly converging lattice sum (15) of 2D integrals in which x is known once the matrix elements v αβ (R, 0) are calculated from Eq. (10). We have performed the integration over the first Brillouin zone required in Eq. (10) using the 3D Gauss integration scheme described in Ref. [11] .
The function g(r) depends on the lattice type and on two parameters: the classical ion coupling parameter Γ = Z 2 e 2 /(aT ) and the quantum parameter θ =hω p /T that measures the importance of zero-point lattice vibrations. In this case Ze is the ion charge, a = (4πn/3) −1/3 is the ion sphere radius, and ω p = Ze 4πn/m the ion plasma frequency.
First consider a classical Coulomb crystal, θ → 0, for whichn ν ≈ T /(hω ν ). The functions g(r) calculated using the HL and HL1 models for body-centered cubic (bcc) crystals at Γ = 180 and 800 are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. The pronounced peak structure corresponds to the bcc lattice vectors. These results are compared with extensive MC simulations. The MC method is described, e.g., in Ref. [5] . The simulations have been done with 686 particles over nearly 10 8 MC configurations.
FIG. 1. g(r)
for a bcc Coulomb crystal at Γ = 180.
One can observe a very good agreement of HL and MC results for both values of Γ at 1.5 < ∼ r/a < ∼ 7. The MC results for g(r) are limited to half the size of the basic cell containing the N charges due to the bias from particles in the image cells adjacent to the basic cell. For N = 686 the basic cell length is 14.2 a. Hence the MC g(r) results for this simulation are valid only out to r ≈ 7 a while g(r), given by the HL model, remains accurate as r → ∞. At small particle separations, r < ∼ 1.5 a, where g(r) becomes small, the HL g(r) deviates from the MC g(r). It is clear that the HL model cannot be reliable at these r, where strong Coulomb repulsion of two particles dominates, and the MC data (available down to r > ∼ 1.1 a) are more accurate. The HL1 model is quite satisfactory at r > ∼ 2.5 a, beyond the closest lattice peak. The HL model improves significantly HL1 at lower r. It is interesting that for Γ = 180 the HL1 model agrees slightly better with MC for the range 2.5 < ∼ r/a < ∼ 6 than the HL model does. With increasing Γ, however, the HL model comes into better agreement with MC at these r, although the difference between the HL and HL1 models becomes very small. This good agreement of the HL models with the MC simulations after the first peak of g(r) indicates that we have a very good description of Coulomb crystals for which the HL model may be used in place of MC simulations.
The HL model enables one to analyse quantum effects. Figs. 1 and 2 exhibit also g(r) in the quantum regime at θ = 10. Zero-point lattice vibrations tend to reduce lattice peaks. The simplicity of the implementation of the HL model in the quantum regime is remarkable given the complexity of direct numerical studies of the quantum effects by MC, PIMC or MD simulations (see, e.g., Ref. [7] ). 
IV. COULOMB ENERGY
To get a deeper insight into the HL and HL1 models let us use them to calculate the electrostatic energy U of the crystal. Writing this energy as the sum of Coulomb energies of different pairs of ions complemented by the interaction energy of ions with the electron background and the Coulomb energy of the background itself, we arrive at the standard expression
where g(r) is given by Eq. (13) . Therefore, we can use the function g(r) calculated in Sect. 3 to analyse U . For the HL1 model from Eqs. (14) we get
where ζ is the electrostatic Madelung constant [= −0.895929 for bcc, and −0.895873 for face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice], and erfc(x) is the complementary error function. The second line of this equation is obtained using the formula for the Madelung constant derived with the Ewald method (see, e.g., Ref. [12] )
where 
First, consider the classical crystal at zero temperature, T → 0. Then r T → 0, x → 0, and we reproduce the Madelung energy, U/N → U 1 /N → ζZ 2 e 2 /a. In the limit of small T both U 1 /N and U/N contain the main term that can be expanded in powers of T plus an exponentially small term (non-analytic at T = 0). For the classical crystal at any T we have r
s ph denotes a phonon spectrum moment (u −2 =12.973 for bcc and 12.143 for fcc).
The sum over R = 0 in the last expression for U 1 in Eq. (17) is exponentially small. Thus the analytic part of U 1 in the HL1 model is given only by two terms,
We see that the HL1 model fails to reproduce correctly the harmonic part of the potential energy: u −2 /2 appears instead of conventional 3/2.
On the contrary, the expansion of U/(N T ) in the HL model, Eq. (19), contains all powers of T . To analyse this expansion, let us take any term of the sum over R, and introduce a local coordinate frame with z-axis along R. Then
where φ is an azimuthal angle of k in the adopted frame. Since x → 0 as T → 0 in the denominator of the exponent under the integral in Eq. (19), only a narrow interval of µ in the vicinity of µ = 0 contributes, and we can extend the integration over µ to the interval from −∞ to +∞. Furthermore, using the definition of x, Eq. (15), we can rewrite x as
where v αβ = v αβ (R, 0). Accordingly, we can treat as small parameter and expand any integrand in Eq. (19) in powers of and further in powers of µ. This generates the expansion in powers of T . We have been able to evaluate three first terms of this expansion. In particular, the term linear in T contains the expression 3T 2 Let us compare the HL calculation of δU T with the exact calculation of the first anharmonic term in the Coulomb energy of classical Coulomb crystals by Dubin [13] . The author studied the expansion δU
. and expressed the first term as
where U n /n! is the nth term of the Taylor expansion of the Coulomb energy over ion displacements, while angular brackets denote averaging with the harmonic Hamiltonian H 0 . According to Dubin A exact 1 =10.84 and 12.34 for bcc and fcc crystals, respectively. (The same quantity was computed earlier by Nagara et al. [14] who reported A exact 1 =10.9 for bcc.) It turns out that our δU T sums up a part of the infinite series of anharmonic corrections to the energy, denoted by Dubin as
(The fact that this summation can be performed in a closed analytic form was known from works on the so called selfconsistent phonon approximation, e.g., [15] To make the above algebra less abstract let us estimate the accuracy of the HL model and the relative importance of the anharmonicity and quantum effects. In the classical case, taking Γ = 170 (close to the melting value Γ m = 172 for bcc), we estimate the anharmonic contribution to the total electrostatic energy as ≈ 247 from the MD data on the full electrostatic energy presented in Table 5 of Ref. [6] ) and
for fcc. We see that Coulomb crystals can be regarded as highly harmonic, and the accuracy of the HL model is sufficient for many practical applications. Obviously, the accuracy becomes even better with decreasing T . The quantum effects can be more important (than the anharmonicity) in real situations. Let us take 12 C matter at density ρ = 10 6 g cm −3 typical for the white dwarf cores or neutron star crusts. The quantum contribution into energy is measured by the ratio 3u 1h ω p /(4|ζ|Z 2 e 2 /a) which is equal to 4.7 × 10 −3 at given ρ (and grows with density as ρ 1/6 ). For completeness we mention that the compressibility of the electron background also contributes to the electrostatic energy. The relative contribution in the degenerate electron case for 12 C at ρ = 10 6 g cm −3 is ∼ 10 −2 (e.g., Ref. [16] ). Another point is that the HL model takes into account zero-point lattice vibrations but neglects ion exchange which becomes important at very high densities (e.g., Ref. [4] ).
V. STRUCTURE FACTORS
Finally, it is tempting to use the HL model for analyzing the ion structure factors themselves. Consider the angle-averaged static structure factor S(k) = dΩ k S(k, t = 0)/(4π). For the Bragg part, from Eq. (6) we obtain the expression
containing delta-function singularities at k = G, lengths of reciprocal lattice vectors G. Direct HL calculation of S (k) from Eq. (9) is complicated by the slow convergence of the sum and complex dependence of v αβ on R. However, the main features of S (k) can be understood from two approximations. First, in the HL1 model we have v αβ (0, 0)k α k β = 2W (k), and
as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3 . The second, more realistic approximation will be called HL2 (and labelled by the subscript '2'). It consists in adopting a simplified tensor decomposition
If so, we can immediately take the fol-
(assuming summation over repeating tensor indices α and β). On the other hand, we can calculate the same integrals taking v αβ (R, 0) from Eq. (10) at t = 0. In this way we come to two linear equations for F (R) and J(R). Solving them, we obtain
where y = qR, and j 0 (y) and j 1 (y) are the spherical Bessel functions. Note that F (0)k 2 = 2W (k), J(0) = 0. In the limit of large R the functions j 0 (qR) and j 1 (qR) in Eqs. (25) strongly oscillate which means that the main contribution into the phonon averaging (integration over q) comes from a small vicinity near the center of the Brillouin zone. Among three branches of phonon vibrations in simple Coulomb crystals, two (s=1, 2) behave as transverse acoustic modes, while the third (s=3) behaves as a longitudinal optical mode (ω ≈ ω p ) near the center of the Brillouin zone. Owing to the presence of ω −1 ν in the denominator of Eqs. (25), the main contribution at large R comes evidently from the acoustic modes. Thus we can neglect optical phonons and set ω = c s q for acoustic modes, where c s is the mean ion sound velocity. In the high-temperature classical limit, (n ν + 
(26) as R → ∞.
Using Eq. (9) we have
A number of the first terms of the sum, say for |R| < R 0 , where R 0 /a is sufficiently large, can be calculated exactly. To analyse the convergence of the sum over R at large R let us expand the exponential in the square brackets on the rhs. All the terms of the expansion which behave as R −n with n ≥ 2 lead to nicely convergent contributions to S 2 (k). The only problem is posed by the linear expansion term in the classical case. The tail of the sum, |R|>R0 , for this term can be regularized and calculated by the Ewald method (e.g., Ref. [12] ) with the following result
where Ei(−x) is the exponential integral, and A is a number to be chosen in such a way the convergence of both infinite sums (over direct and reciprocal lattice vectors) be equally rapid. Letting A → ∞ we obtain a much more transparent, although slower convergent formula
This expression explicitly reveals logarithmic singularities at k = G. They come from inelastic processes of one-phonon emission or absorption in the cases in which given wave vector k is close to a reciprocal lattice vector G. To prove this statement let us perform Taylor expansions of both exponentials in angular brackets in Eq. (3). The one-phonon processes correspond to those expansion terms which contain products of one creation and one annihilation operator. Thus, in the one-phonon approximation S (k, t = 0) reads
where the last summation is over phonon polarizations, q = k − G is the phonon wave vector which is the given wave vector k reduced into the first Brillouin zone by subtracting an appropriate reciprocal lattice vector G. In addition, in Eq. (30) we have introduced an overall factor e −2W (k) which comes from renormalization of the one-phonon probability associated with emission and absorption of any number of virtual phonons (e.g., Ref. [9] ). Now let us assume that |k − G|a 1 and average Eq. (30) over orientations of k [integrate over dΩ k /(4π)]. One can easily see that the important contribution into the integral comes from a narrow cone Ω 0 aligned along G. Let θ 0 1 be the cone angle chosen is such a way that Gθ 0 a 1, but Gθ 0 |G − k|. Integrating within this cone, we can again adopt approximation of acoustic and longitudinal phonons and neglect the contribution of the latters. For simplicity, we also assume that the sound velocities of both acoustic branches are the same: ω ν = c s |k − G|. Then, in the classical limit we come to the integral of the type
which contains exactly the same logarithmic divergency we got in Eq. (29). Note that in the quantum limit we would have similar integral but with ω instead of ω 2 in the denominator of the integrand. The integration would yield the expression proportional to |k − G|, i.e., the logarithmic singularity would be replaced by a weaker kinklike feature. Therefore, the k = G features of the inelastic structure factor S (k) in the quantum limit are expected to be less pronounced than in the classical limit but could be, nevertheless, quite visible. Actually, at any finite temperature, even deep in the quantum regime T hω p there are still phonons excited thermally near the very center of the Brillouin zone, where the energy of acoustic phonons is smaller than temperature. Due to these phonons the logarithmic singularity always exists on top of the kink-like feature at T = 0. After this simplified consideration let us return to qualitative analysis. We have calculated S 2 (k) in the classical limit using the HL2 approximation as prescribed above and verified that the result is indeed independent of R 0 (in the range from ∼ 30a to 100a) and A. The resulting S 2 (k) is plotted in Fig. 3 by the solid line. Thus, in a crystal, the inelastic part of the structure factor, S (k), appears to be singular in addition to the Bragg (elastic) part S (k). The singularities of S (k) are weaker than the Bragg diffraction delta functions in S (k); the positions of singularities of both types coincide. The pronounced shapes of the S (k) peaks may, in principle, enable one to observe them experimentally. The structure factor S(k) in the Coulomb liquid (see, e.g., Ref. [17] and references therein) also contains significant but finite and regular humps associated with short-range order. This structure has been studied in detail by MC and other numerical methods. In contrast, the studies of singular structure factors in a crystal by MC or MD methods would be very complicated. Luckily, they can be explored by the HL model.
Finally, it is instructive to compare the behavior of S (k) at small k in the HL1 and HL2 models. It is easy to see that the main contribution to inelastic scattering at these k comes from one-phonon normal processes [with q=k in Eq. (30)]. At these k the HL2 S 2 (k) coincides with the one-phonon S 1ph (k) and with the static structure factor of Coulomb liquid (at the same Γ) and reproduces correct hydrodynamic limit [18] , S(k) ∝ k 2 . The HL1 model, on the contrary, overestimates the importance of the normal processes.
Let us mention that we have also used the HL2 model to calculate g(r). HL2 appears less accurate than HL but better than HL1. We do not plot g 2 (r) to avoid obscuring the figures.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Thus, the harmonic lattice model allows one to study static and dynamic properties of quantum and classical Coulomb crystals. The model is relatively simple, especially in comparison with numerical methods like MC, PIMC and MD. The model can be considered as complementary to the traditional numerical methods. Moreover, it can be used to explore dynamic properties of the Coulomb crystals and quantum effects in the cases where the use of numerical methods is especially complicated. For instance, the harmonic lattice model predicts singularities of the static inelastic structure factor at the positions of Bragg diffraction peaks. We expect also that the HL model can describe accurately non-Coulomb crystals whose lattice vibration properties are well determined.
